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by Gerhard Paul

Visual History (english version)

Fields of research, terms, capacity, desiderata

By expanding historical image research, visual history has in the recent past

established itself as a field of research in late modern and contemporary history,

which considers images in a wider sense both as sources as well as independent

artifacts of historiographical research and likewise looks at the visuality of history

and the historicity of the visual. Its exponents advocate understanding images

beyond their pictorialness as a medium and as an activity with an independent

aesthetic that condition the way of seeing things, shape perceptual patterns,

convey interpretations, that organize the aesthetic relationship of historic

subjects to their social and political reality and which are able to generate own

realities. Visual History in this sense is thus more than an additive expansion of

the canon of history studies or the history of visual media. It addresses the

whole field of visual practice as well as the visuality of experience and history.

Methodologically, the research design of visual history is transdisciplinary and

has an open structure. Depending on the object of study, it uses in particular

methods of art history, media and communication science.

Historical studies in the visual turn

In the past few years, visual productions and practices have gained the attention

of German-speaking contemporary historians and have changed their research

interests, topics, their work and presentation methods, so that David F. Crew

could state in the Journal "German History" in 2009: "Yet German Historians

have only recently begun to pay serious attention to the politics of images."

To Franz Becker, as well, the analysis of visual testimonies of the past has

become "an integral element of all historical research that seeks not only to deal
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with (alleged) objective reality, but also with its subjective appropriation."

Photographs especially have caught the attention of historians.  If we compare

anthologies from 15 years ago  with the state of discussion today, then the

assessments of Crew and Becker can be agreed with: History studies are no

longer a bystander to the discussion of other disciplines, but actively take part in

the discussion on the iconic or visual turn, respectively, in the humanities.

This has been encouraged by several, mutually reinforcing developments: first

and foremost the technological quantum leap of the world wide web and a

collaterally looming paradigm shift within history studies. As a result, historians

have had completely new possibilities of image research at their disposal for

merely the last ten years.  While these used to be exclusive and costly

undertakings that caused some historic research projects to fail for financial

reasons alone, research has now become possible within short periods of time

from one's own desk. This has tremendously encouraged the readiness to open

up to visual sources of history. This is part of a general paradigm shift, especially

in a generation of younger historians, who have grown up with modern visual

media and for whom the dominance of the written word seems to have been

replaced by the hegemony of images. This paradigm shift results from the fact

that contemporary historiography today is in essence historiography of media

society , which – as a consequence of the great visual revolutions of the 20th

and early 21st century in the political and social realm – consequently also has to

deal with visual testimonies.  Further reasons why contemporary historians are

increasingly turning to images are the debates on the value of historical

photographs as sources, as well as the handling of the material prompted by the

so-called ”Wehrmachtsausstellung" in the 1990s , as well as the ”Image Wars"

of the recent past, such as 9/11 or the continuing war in Iraq, which have

manifested the meaning of images as both weapons and also shaping and

generating forces in the political process.

All this has increased the willingness of contemporary historians to make images

sources and independent elements of historical research. In 2004 Thomas

Lindenberger programmatically demanded conceiving of ”today's contemporaries

[...] also as 'co-listeners' and 'co-seers' [...] in order to be able to suitably

interpret their experiences and narratives. Their living environment was and is

determined by the everyday presence of audiovisuals, their experience of reality

also conveyed by the sounds of records and radio, the pictures in illustrated

magazines, the moving (sound) pictures in newsreels, movies and television."

Michael Wildt has recently referred to the resulting consequences for history

studies and history didactics. As a result, the increased importance of the media

has also changed "the mode of construction of history as well as the role of the

academic historian." Images and sounds should "not just be included in the work

of historians as sources – images change the handling of history and the

genesis of historical awareness."

Similar to francophone history studies on the 20th century , modern history

and contemporary history in German-speaking countries, too, have seen

considerable movement, as, for example, a look at the "Zeithistorische

Forschungen/Studies in Contemporary History" and its publications of visual

images demonstrates.  As regards content, most of these studies focus on
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five levels: (1.) context and functional analysis, where based on historiographic

source criticism production conditions, genesis and functions of historic pictures

are analyzed; (2.) the actual product analysis, e.g. the analysis of semiology,

semantics and, if need be, on the pragmatism of visual testimonies; (3.) the

analysis of iconization processes, i.e. the question of how and why certain

images advance to become icons of the cultural memory; (4.) the analyses of

processes of interpicturality and media transfer, that is, the question of how

certain subjects and motifs communicate with other images and move through

the world of images or, respectively, enter into other media and as a result of

this transfer change their original meaning, as well as (5.) the audience and use

analysis, i.e. the question of how images are utilized, functionalized and

refunctioned within cultural memory and for identity construction.

Overall, three developments and foci in newer historical studies of images can be

distinguished, which partly replace each other, partly superimpose and partly

correspond to differing understandings of images: images as sources, images as

media and images as generative powers.

Images as sources

Drawing on older research of historic images, particularly established in medieval

studies and early modern history , in which images, for a long time and on a

high level, have been used as sources and objects of historical knowledge ,

newer endeavors primarily strove to develop images as additional sources in

contemporary history research which it was hitherto lacking, for historic research

questions often inspired by cultural science, as well as for sources of

contemporary perspectives, for social and cultural points of view, to use them as

media of interpretation and thus also as sources of the history of memory.

"Images can be used as a historic source beyond transmitting personal or factual

information," wrote for example Brigitte Tolkemitt in 1991. "Especially as a

non-verbal medium with a primarily affective impact, they seem suitable as a

supplement and corrective to written sources."

Even in 1995, Irmgard Wilharm complained that the truism that cultural

transmission is carried out not only through the written word, but increasingly

through images, was far from being generally accepted by historians.  Frank

Kämpfer – a pioneer of newer historic image research  – argued two years

later in the first volume of his ”Imaginarium des 20. Jahrhunderts": "Reflection

on three-thousand years of evolved image culture in Europe has for a long time

been delegated from history studies to art historians."  In contrast, it can

now be asserted that contemporary historians are well aware of images as

sources. A look at the composition and content of Andreas Wirsching's

textbook, "Neueste Geschichte," published in 2006, shows that this is more than

a mere temporary fad. He writes on the extended canon of historic sources: "In

addition to classic recorded history, media of all kinds have come into view. And

complementing the still dominating written sources, figurative, physical and – in

contemporary history – oral sources (oral history) have emerged."  That the

art historian Horst Bredekamp gave the closing speech at the 2006 Konstanzer

Historikertag was only consequential in light of this development.
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A positive aspect of this development is that the whole field of moving and static

images is gaining the attention of historians. An additional positive feature is

that in dealing with images in general and photographs in particular as sources

of historiographic insight, no close-knit methodology has established itself, but

rather a method pluralism is practiced, which, depending on the objects of

investigation, uses iconographic-iconological methods, semiotic approaches, as

well as sociological methods.  Since the late 1980s, this "Wald- und

Wiesenweg," i.e. unconventional approach (K. Hartewig) has yielded a wealth of

convincing documentaries, illustrations and analysis, especially in the areas of

social, military and revolutionary history, the history of domination, education

and everday life.

Even though it is commonplace in modern history didactics for contemporary

images to be on an equal footing with historic written sources and they in no

way constitute an accurate copy of historical reality but require interpretation

and ideology-critical decryption,  this approach does not yet reflect practice in

school history lessons and textbooks. To date, images are primarily used as

eye-catchers, stopgaps or pure illustrations, and furthermore the majority of

captions are insufficient or utterly wrong and images retouched and cropped.

However, progress in history didactics can be seen and images are increasingly

used as sources to acquire image historical competence  and in methods of

interpreting visual sources (caricatures, posters, photographs, movies).

Despite this progress in analysis and use of images as sources, desiderates and

problems remain. The focus of historical image research on the static image in

the form of paintings, posters and photographs is not only justified. In fact, it

also expresses a vague fear of the moving images of movies  and electronic

images of television that have yet to see convincing historiographic research

efforts and forms of publication that do justice to the aesthetic characteristics

and qualities of these media. These significant gaps, however, can also be seen

in the field of photo-historical research. Even though without doubt private and

snapshot photography comprises the ”most comprehensive pool of pictorial

stories of private life,"  this is an ”especially hidden area" of historians'

engagement with images.  The explosiveness and significance, especially of

private photography, was not least demonstrated by the discussion surrounding

the photographs in the "Wehrmachtsausstellung." Cord Pagenstecher rightfully

called for considering private photo albums as autobiographic sources and the

use of them in the analysis of contemporary perception and self-portrayal,

analogous to the biographic approach of oral history.  As with private

photography, color photography, too, is terra incognita in historic image

research.  And finally, major historical photographic collections like those of

the World War II ”Propagandakompanien" in the German Federal Archives have

not even been rudimentarily explored. Just as even a systematic exploration of

the history of photography and picture-taking between 1933 and 1945 in

particular and a comprehensive analysis of the national-socialist use of images in

general are lacking to date. Furthermore, the academic debate on photography is

still strongly shaped by a national focus. Intercultural comparisons such as the

analysis of World War I war images in German and French newspapers and

magazines or research into war photography in Spanish and French magazines
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during the Spanish Civil War  are still scarce. Finally, other static visual sources

such as postage stamps have hardly received attention from historic image

research, even though they force themselves on historic-political cultural

research.

Several image historic publications, as well as the use of images in history

classes, show that images are rarely looked at as a self-referential system with a

significant aesthetic quality and a unique meaning of their own, which do not

primarily function as a symbol to point to something outside of the image, but

rather refer to themselves. By looking at external references, the image and its

self-reference no longer find themselves at the center of historiographic

considerations. The image remains solely a window into another world and at

best functions as a trigger. In this spirit, Martina Heßler rightfully criticized that

historians as a rule still prioritize images as "historic sources" and see them as

content without granting the aesthetic a meaningful role of its own.  Frank

Becker, too, argues that the meaning of image elements does not inevitably

follow from a context analysis. It should not be delegated to art history, but

should be integrated constitutively into historiographic image research.  And

finally, Christoph Hamann convincingly criticizes Hans-Jürgen Pandel and Michael

Sauer's newer efforts in history didactics, arguing that while acknowledging the

aesthetic, they would not grant it an "independent semantic status within the

framework of the cognitive realization of the past." Insufficient light is shed upon

the cognitive or semantic dimension of the aesthetic, respectively.

Seldom have images with their specific aesthetics found themselves to be

objects of investigation as independent and active areas of the political and

cultural and as an interpreting medium. And seldom – with the exception of Alf

Lüdtke's analysis of workers' photographs – has the unique sense of

photographs been noted that does not develop from the photographer's

intention or the ostensible interpretation of the historian.  That images are

not only representations or outright mirrors of something that has happened

and do not only passively reflect history, but shape and partly generate history

themselves, thus remained largely outside historiographical understanding.

Images as media

Since the 1980s and 90s, impulses to broaden the approach to the visuality of

history as an independent research area, as well as of the image as a

communicative medium and a self-referential aesthetic system, have come mainly

from the related fields of teaching, research and work, both at home and

abroad, such as the Anglo-Saxon visual culture studies and art history.  In

West Germany, history studies were encouraged by neighboring disciplines, such

as empirical cultural studies and political science in the 1980s, which dealt with

topics regarding meaning and impact of images, visual scenarios and symbols in

the political and social movements of the 20th century and thus also with

questions of visual politics. In the 1990s, particularly memory studies

emphasized the relevance of images as "driving forces of tradition" and "myth

machines," as well as the mediality of historic references.

Most notably, Horst Bredekamp, with his notion of the "active image" and his

recent studies, fueled the iconic turn within history studies. According to him,
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historians, together with large portions of art history, are part of a tradition

leading back to Plato and his Allegory of the Cave, which describes images as

epiphenomena. Images, however, are not epiphenomena. They do not duplicate,

but rather create what they show.  For Bredekamp, images relate "to the

world of events equally in a reacting and shaping relationship," which is what

often makes it difficult to categorically distinguish between history and image

history.  Images, according to Bredekamp, not only reflect history passively,

but due to their specific "formative power of form"  are capable of shaping as

does every action or instruction. At the Konstanzer Historikertag 2006,

Bredekamp vehemently made historians take note of this autonomous power of

the aesthetic as a unique factor that contributes to history.

Since the 1980s, history studies have, at first tentatively, dealt with the

"constructive contribution" of images. According to Alf Lüdtke, the interest

shifted to the "constructive dimension both in producing and perceiving

images."  Already in 1988, Jürgen Hannig focussed on the question of "How

images make history."  ”Images write history," Rainer Rother programatically

called his anthology on historians and the movies published in 1991.  In the

meantime, history didactics, too, began to notice the meaning of the

constructive contribution of images to historical culture and demanded their

analysis in history classes. For example, it is stated in a newer anthology:

"Historical or historiographical images, respectively, will in the future have to be

analyzed and examined objectively beyond their relevance as source material,

with a stronger focus on their function in historical culture and regarding their

specific strategies and intentions. Their inherent capacity to deconstruct possible

history narratives will grow more important in the future."  Especially the

Berlin-based specialist of history didactics, Christoph Hamann, has overcome the

narrow understanding of images of previous history didactics and its fixation on

the reflection and convincingly demonstrated in several publications the

meaningful role of the aesthetic.

For the analysis and use of images, this also includes taking images as active

entities more seriously: as "driving forces of tradition" and "myth machines,"

that is to say as media of politics of history and memory which generate and

carry a certain interpretation of history.  And also as media of commercial

advertising, political propaganda and as a means of safeguarding power, as well

as a medium of collective identity formation which social and political collectives

use to try to develop and secure their identity.

The first persons to demonstrate this for history and memory politics in larger

publications were Cornelia Brink in her pioneering study on "Ikonen der

Vernichtung" ("Icons of Destruction") on the public use of photographs of the

Nazi concentration camps in post-war Germany  and Habbo Knoch in his

voluminous work "The Act as Image" on the history of memory of National

Socialism.  A number of studies on single images and image series' and their

contribution to cultural memory, as well as analyses on how the trade or

collectible Cards of the early 20th century shaped history, followed these

studies. This includes studies on soldiers' snapshot photographs taken during

the 1914 Christmas Truce and their prominence in the distinctive culture of

remembrance of the former World War I opponents, studies on the prominence
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of central icons of American society such as the "Migrant Mother" by Dorothea

Lange and the "Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima" photograph by Joe Rosenthal, the

exemplary analysis of the picture of the Gatehouse of Auschwitz-Birkenau taken

by the Polish photographer Stanisław Mucha immediately after the liberation,

which shows neither perpetrators nor victims and for a long time provided the

aesthetic foundation to the structuralist view of the Holocaust, contemplations

on the "Trümmerfrau," a symbol invented by the National Socialists as a "visual

construct" and successfully passed down to the present day, the reconstruction

of the transcultural cultural flow of the military photographs of the Hiroshima

nuclear explosion in the USA, Japan and in Europe, the deconstruction of the

skewed interpretation of the photograph of the so-called carpet-scene during

the founding phase of the Federal Republic, which haunts contemporary federal

historiography and will not go away.  Large gaps in the expanding field of

visual memory and history politics research can still be found in the area of

popular history representation in exhibitions, museums and especially on

television.

Studies on the varying visual practices, that is to say on the social, political and

cultural use of images as they are numerously found in cultural studies,  are

still the exception within history studies. Similar things can be said of studies on

the visual exercise of power such as snapshot practices during World War II, the

use of images in National Socialist ruling institutions regarding the deportation of

Jews or the defamation of the assassins of July 20, 1944 in front of the

"People's Court."  Outstanding in this context is surely the analysis of the

Göttingen-based historian Karin Hartewig of the photographic practices of the

Ministry for State Security of the GDR and its considerable collection of

photographs.

In contrast to Anglo-Saxon countries, there are currently only a few

historiographic studies on the role of the image in collective identity formation

processes.  An exemplary analysis can be found in Ulrike Pilarczyk's work on

the role of private photography in community and identity formation in the

Jewish youth movement and the Zionist educational methods in Germany and

Palestine after 1933.

Studies on historic ”visual cultures" are still rare in German history studies.

These would have to consider that visual culture  has not only become a

central element of people's daily routines in the 20th and early 21st century, but

also a form of being of everyday life.  Visual culture, according to Susanne

Regener, does not deal with individual images alone, "but with the modern and

postmodern tendency to visualize being and existence at all."  In contrast to

art history, visual culture studies do not focus their interest on individual visual

objects, but on the practices of producing, seeing and perceiving and thus on

visuality as a medium, in which, according to William J.T. Mitchell, "politics are

conducted."  At best, the anthology of Karin Hartewig and Alf Lüdtke "Die

DDR im Bild,"  which integrates differing methodological approaches, can at

present be seen as a part of visual culture Studies. It addresses the

photography of the Weimar Republic, the photographic portrayal of competitive

sports in the GDR, the observation of the transit highway, photography in

factories, as well as the search for "Eigen-Sinn" (stubborn self-reliance) stubbo
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in the amateur photography of the GDR. Comparable studies on the visual

cultures of the Weimar Republic, National Socialism and the Federal Republic

before and after 1990 from a historical perspective are missing and desirable.

Images as a formative power

Yet images are more than sources that refer to circumstances or events outside

their own existence; they are more than media that transport meaning or

generate significance through their aesthetic potential; images also have the

ability to first create realities. Accordingly, they have an energetic and generative

power not sufficiently taken into account by history studies and art history. To

describe this, Horst Bredekamp introduced the term "Bildakt".  Image acts

create facts by producing images. Especially "distinctive images," such as those

of 9/11, possess "the same power as sword thrusts or punches."  Beyond

the concrete image, the performative act connected to the image that creates a

new reality is of importance. Such distinctive, palpable images can likewise be

communicated through photographs and film clips, posters and video

sequences; they can be of a fictional or non-fictional, an artistic or documentary

nature. Due to their special aesthetics and meaning, they are capable of

triggering individual or collective reactions, respectively, such as pain or protest

irrespective of their material medium. Especially provoking images that run

counter to the every day use of image, pathos formulas that build on

internalized image patterns, as well as icons of power that emerge from the

political iconosphere seem to inherently possess such energetic powers.

Propagandists and totalitarian regimes in the 20th century repeatedly and

systematically availed themselves of the energetic power of images – whether in

the implementation of a concept of the enemy and the visualization of political

utopia or the staging of mass protests. Distinctive imagery of the enemy always

included a call to action – of Prussian militarism of the Allied Forces in World War

I, of post-war ”Black Shame," of the Jew in the anti-semitic "Final Solution"

propaganda of the Nazis, of the Bolsheviks in the anti-communist image rhetoric

after 1917 or of the Other or the Islamist, respectively, in present enemy

construction  – just as the visualization of the "Arian" ideal body  or the

classless communist society structurally included mechanisms of exclusion and

destruction. In an interplay between glances, projections and images, this

imagery can, under certain circumstances, unfold. Slowly, History Studies are

beginning to discover the meaning of created joint experiences and the

visualization of mass body through mass staging and the aesthetic experience

connected to it, as for example in National Socialism.  A visual history of the

20th century must investigate such movements and their imagery much more

precisely as image generating powers and especially understand image and event

or image and act as a unit and not as separate entities.

Contemporary politics, as well as retroactive history and memory politics, have

seen downright confrontations over individual distinctive images or image

sequences, where images referred to one another, overwriting images with other

images or positioning them against each other.  Such image wars were also

fought out on the streets and often escalated to open violence – in the Weimar

Republic following the screening of the anti-war classic ”All Quiet on the Western
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Front" or following the opening of the "Wehrmachtsausstellung" in the Federal

Republic in the 1990s.  A series of interesting studies exists on these and

other image wars, for example on the dispute over the colors and symbols of

the first German Republic, on the allegorical national female figures in the image

wars of the first post-war years, on the publicized symbolic images and the

symbol war in the ”decisive year" 1932, on the image war concerning the

interpretation of the World War and the defeat of 1918 or on the image wars

and coming to terms with the Holocaust within the framework of "visual

denazification" by the Allied Forces after 1945.  All these studies assign an

active, meaningful as well as shaping role to images in the political process, the

meaning of which would have to be individually further elaborated upon.

Image acts of special efficacy can be of both a non-fictional or fictional nature.

This certainly includes photographs of the ”Sonderkommando Auschwitz" which

documented the killing in the extermination camp Auschwitz-Birkenau, where the

taking of photographs in and of itself became an act of resistance and gave the

indescribable an image , as well as the broadcasting of the fictitious miniseries

”Holocaust" on German television in 1979, which did not shy away from showing

the supposedly indescribable in impressive fictitious film sequences. "If ever one

can talk of 'image acts'," wrote Bredekamp, "then when referring to these

events."  With its image sequences, "Holocaust" gave the genocide of

European Jewry a communicable image that was able to put an end to the silence

present in the post-dictatorial society of perpetrators and made visual-medial

products an integral element of the cultural memory. Just like the

"Wehrmachtsausstellung," the broadcast led to direct physical acts of violence

including bomb attacks.

The Islamist image acts of recent years – the destruction of the "Buddhas of

Bamiyan," the images of the attack on the Twin Towers and the execution videos

of Islamist terror groups – as well as, partially a response to the latter, the

backlighted photographs of Bagdad burning in 2003, the digital torture

photographs of Abu Ghraib and the Danish Mohammed caricatures  are at

present the culmination of such image generating developments. The image does

not only generate an own reality that prompts reaction, it becomes an action in

and of itself. Especially the ”new wars" of the present, such as the on-going Iraq

War, are proof for Bredekamp that the fact-creating, performative image act is

as effective today as the use of weapons themselves. We currently see images

"that do not portray the events, but create them." The purpose of decapitation

is, for example, no longer solely to kill a prisoner, but the image act that reaches

the eye of the beholder. Human beings are killed to enable them to become

images. Therewith the act of viewing images produced in this way itself becomes

an act of participation.

Such image acts and related changes in the status of the beholder have,

however, so far barely become an object of historiographic investigation. A visual

history of the 20th and the early 21st centuries would have to dedicate itself to

this generative power of images and simultaneously open itself to historiographic

image act research that also understands images as image acts which

themselves in turn generate history.
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↑ For an e laborate view on the research fie ld visual history see Gerhard Paul (ed.), Visual History. Ein
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↑ David F. Crew, Visual Power? The Politics of Images in Twentieth-Century Germany and Austria-

Hungary, in: German History 28.2 (2009) 28: 271-285, here 271.

2. 

↑ Frank Becker, Historische Bildkunde – transdisziplinär, in: Historische Mitte ilungen 21 (2008):

95-110, here 95.

3. 

↑ See review of Jens Jäger, Fotografie und Geschichte, Frankfurt a. M. 2009; id.,

Fotografiegeschichte(n). Stand und Tendenzen der historischen Forschung, in: Archiv für

Sozialgeschichte 48 (2008): 511-537.

4. 

Visual History as a transdisciplinary research field

Unlike historic image research, the emerging field of visual history acts on the

assumption of a multi-layered image concept that understands images as signs

and sources, as media generating significance and interpretation through their

aesthetic quality, and as an image act creating reality.

Although Gerhard Jagschitz – who was the first to use the term in German-

speaking countries  – limited visual history to the medium of photography, it

seems reasonable to subsume the whole spectrum of historiograhic dealings

with products and practices of visual media under this concept and to follow the

image concept as it is understood by visual culture studies. This does not

envisage a hierarchy of visual sources, but rather includes visual artifacts of

older visual media, such as posters, picture postcards and magazine caricatures,

as well as photographs and movies and the modern electronic images of

television and the internet. Above all, visual history studies the type and impact

of image formation and use. It is thus much more than a simple illustration of

history as it is currently practiced under the heading ”visual contemporary

history."

Furthermore, visual history is "not a finished method" and certainly not the silver

bullet in the handling of images by historians. As in visual culture studies, it

rather describes a transdisciplinary research field within history studies and a

framework within which the meaning of images in history can adequately be dealt

with and which welcomes support from various disciplines – starting with art

history, and spanning communication and media science, political science and

sociology, all the way to general visual science. Its goal is to understand the

complex link between image structure, production, distribution and reception, as

well as the establishment of tradition in history. The two-volume image atlas on

the 20th and early 21st centuries published in 2008/09 illustrates the path that

a visual history understood this way could take.

Caption:

Gatehouse Auschwitz-Birkenau: Stanislaw Mucha (Kraków), gatehouse Auschwitz-Birkenau,

taken after the liberation of the camp mid-February/mid-March 1945. The picture shows the

gate house of the extermination camp from the perspective of the so-called "Rampe". The

edge of the photograph clearly shows the barbed wire fence heading towards the viewer. This

"Fot. Nr. 28" is from a photo album containing 38 pictures of the liberated camp, which Mucha

has entrusted to the Museum Auschwitz. Panstwowe Muzeum Auschwitz-Birkenau For more

information see: Christoph Hamann, Fluchtpunkt Birkenau. Stanislaw Muchas Foto vom Torhaus

Auschwitz-Birkenau (1945), in: Gerhard Paul (Hrsg.), Visual History. Ein Studienbuch, Göttingen

2006, p. 283-302.

[78]

[79]

[80]
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